The Magnificent of Geosites as Geoheritage Potential in Djuanda Grand Forest Park Area, Bandung, Indonesia
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ABSTRACT
Djuanda Grand Forest Park (Tahura Djuanda) at Bandung, West Java Province, built-in 1985, has functioned as a conservation area concerning Indonesia’s biodiversity. It is the first Grand Forest Park among 27 of them, which was built in Indonesia. In addition, Djuanda Grand Forest Park potential for geodiversity and geoheritage concerning the geological history of the Tangkuban Parahu volcano formation since ancient times, so that conservation is needed. The Indonesian Geological Association (IAGI), in collaboration with the Djuanda Grand Forest Park Institution and the Geological Agency, researched the geoheritage potential of the Djuanda Grand Forest Park for accelerating the Tahura Djuanda to be a geoheritage area. The method used in this study consist of inventorying, identifying, analyzing, and mapping each geodiversity/geoheritage. The finding is that the Djuanda Grand Forest Park area has seven geoheritage potentials: the Dago Waterfall Lava, Pahoehoe Lava, Lalay Waterfall Lava, Omas Waterfall Lava, Ignimbrite at “Gua Belanda” and “Gua Jepang” and the Kraton Cliff Fault Scarp. By establishing the Djuanda Grand Forest Park area as a geoheritage area will expose more information about the geological history of Tangkuban Parahu Volcano’s formation through some interpretation boards (signboards) installed at each geoheritage location for conservation and education purposes through tourists visit points. In addition, West Java will be the second province to have a geoheritage after the Geoheritage of Pandeglang Regency, located in Banten Province.
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INTRODUCTION
The complex of Sunda volcano used to be had three volcano bodies, namely Sunda volcano (as the giant volcano), Burangrang volcano (a parasite volcano on the Sunda volcano), and Tangkuban parahu volcano. The last one mentioned is the youngest and the only active volcano among the three up to now. Tangkuban Parahu volcano (the “child” of Sunda volcano) is also one of 127 active volcanoes in Indonesia, located at North Bandung, West Java (Figure 1). Sunda volcano erupted catastrophically at about 105 k.years BP, producing a huge volume of pyroclastic flow or Ignimbrite deposits coinciding with Sunda Caldera formation [1]. The deposits spread out mainly to the south, southwest, northeast, and partly to the west and southeast areas of the Sunda Volcano [2–4].

The oldest pyroclastic deposit of Tangkuban Parahu was 40,750 years BP [1]. On the other hand, Tangkuban parahu produced basaltic- andesite lava flow in about
40 k.years BP flowing towards the East, North-East, and south [5] shows unique geodiversity at some places along the Cikapundung river.

The existing Lembang fault (22 km long) is also an attractive geodiversity to be researched. It is closely related to the development of Sunda and Tangkuban parahu volcanoes forming. These unique geodiversities are located within the Djoeanda Grand Forest Park Area, Bandung, Indonesia. By proposing the Djuanda Grand Forest Park area as a geoheritage area will expose more information about the geological history of the formation of Sunda and Tangkuban Parahu volcanoes through some interpretation boards (signboards) installed at each geoheritage location for education purposes through tourists visit points.

**METHODOLOGY**

The method used in this study consist of inventory, identifying, analyzing, and mapping each geosites, which has geodiversity/geoheritage data of potential area based on field observation (Figure 1). These activities' objective was to find the distribution of geodiversities and potential geosites with unique features and characteristics. Geodiversity consists primarily of minerals, rocks, landscape, and geological processes. The Geoheritage is a generic but descriptive term applied to geosites or areas of geologic features having significant scientific, educational, or aesthetic values.

![Figure 1. Location Map of Research Area.](image)

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

As the result of observing, identifying, analyzing, and mapping field inventory, we found at least seven unique geodiversities potentials, namely the Dago Waterfall lava, Pahoehoe Lava, Lalay Waterfall Lava, Omas Waterfall Lava, Ignimbrite at “Gua Belanda” and “Gua Jepang”, and Fault Scarps at Kraton and Gunung Batu. Accordingly, the most potential Geoheritages here are Sunda Ignimbrite, Tangkuban Parahu lava, and Lembang Fault.
**Sunda Ignimbrite**

The Sunda Ignimbrite deposits are also found around the “Gua Belanda” and “Gua Jepang” area (Figure 2.) as the result of the Sunda catastrophic eruption, which was coinciding with Sunda Caldera formation in 105 k.years BP [1]. The giant ignimbrite [2–4] is a non-welded pyroclastic flow, composed of black scoria and grey to blackish pumice as juvenile material about 20% of the whole volume, the rest of it consist of older material or lithic fragments from country rocks. The deposit thickness is about 33 m on average, covering a 200 km² area with a volume of about 66 km³. The volume’s value is almost the same as the value of the lost material of the Sunda summit part by reconstructing and assuming the summit of Sunda (before caldera-forming) was about 3000 masl.

![Figure 2. Sunda Ignimbrite at “Gua Jepang”](image_url)

**Tangkuban Parahu Lava**

Cikapundung River is located within Djuanda Grand Forest Park Area, northern Bandung. The river (Figure 3) is mainly covered by tuff, lapilli, volcanic bomb, and especially lava produced from Tangkuban Prahu Volcano. The lavas (39 and 40 k.years BP [5]) consist of basaltic andesite belonging to high K-series with high Th/Yb (>3). Ba/La (15–16) ratios indicate the involvement of subducted sediment into the magma genesis [6], causing depolymerization that will decrease magma viscosity and allowing Pāhoehoe lava type (Figure 4) to be produced [7]. A different kind from this basaltic andesite lava shows a ropy lava type found at “Waterfall of Lalay” (Figure 5) still at Cikapundung river.

These types of lava are scarce to find in convergent region types such as in Indonesia, Japan, etc., even they have not been being found in the world except at hotspot region types such as in Hawaii. A tongue of Tangkuban Parahu lava shows covering an old river deposit, conglomerate producing morphology of a 10 m high Dago Waterfall Cikapundung River (Figure 6). The lava also shows beautiful columnar joints. The same lava flow is also found at the same river to form the waterfall morphology, such as at Lalay Waterfall (5 m high) and Omas Waterfall (50 m high). Thus, this type of lava located at Djuanda Grand Forest Park Area can be classified into unique geodiversity.
Figure 3. Geological Maps Of Bandung [9].

Figure 4. Out crop of Pahoehoe Lava type at Cikapundung river bank.

Figure 5. Out crop of ropy lava type at Water fall of Lalay.
Lembang Fault

Tangkuban Parahu and Sunda volcanic complex are located close to the intersection between two faults (Fault of Sukabumi–Padalarang and Fault zone of Cilacap–Kuningan) [8]. Lembang fault is a major fault in this area, stretching in an east–west direction. It is an active fault with a distinct northward facing scrap and can be traced along 22 km as a straight line from Mt. Pulusari in the east to the west near Cisarua [1]. The fault scarp of Lembang Fault can be seen at Tebing Keraton and Gunung Batu (Figure 7). The 50 m high Omas Waterfall forming is closely related to the development of Lembang activity. The Lembang fault was classified into a normal fault with the north block moves down and the south block goes up [9].

However, some experts considered that Lembang Fault is a normal left strip fault in the West area, and it is a normal fault in the East area. The development of the Lembang fault commenced after the Sunda Volcano’s big eruption, which produced a huge deposit of ignimbrite. Installing a signboard at each geodiversity mentioned above, as shown in Figure 8, will increase the attractiveness of tourists in the Djuanda Grand Forest Park.
CONCLUSIONS

By proposing the Djuanda Grand Forest Park area as a geoheritage area, it will inform the tourist about geological history by installing an interpretation board (signboard) at each geoheritage location for geotourism education purposes. They are: (1) The evolution histories of Sunda Caldera and Tangkuban Parahu Volcano development; (2) The history of Pahoehoe Lava and ropy lava; (3) The history of waterfall formation (Dago Waterfall, Lalay Waterfall, and Omas Waterfall); and (4) The history of Lembang Fault. Accordingly, conservation of this area is needed.
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